
Imagine a grantmaker that:
• Decided that its primary purpose was to fight poverty,

after a scan of conditions indicated that was the major
challenge;

• Realigned all its grantmaking to address that purpose;
• Made hard decisions to take funding away from

grantees with whom it had longstanding relation-
ships, but who didn’t fit with the focus on fighting 
poverty, such as large
hospitals and disease-
fighting grantees;

• Led its large board of
directors, overwhelm-
ingly from large business
enterprises, to embrace
not only the new focus
in grants for anti-poverty
programs, but also to
make a substantial com-
mitment to policy advo-
cacy; and

• Launched a marketing
campaign to raise aware-
ness of the need for
“pathways out of pover-
ty,” rejecting advice to
adopt a safer “opportu-
nity” frame.

The grantmaker that did those things is the United
Way of Greater Los Angeles (UWGLA or “United Way”).
Surprised?

Three major factors conspired to bring about this shift
in focus for UWGLA.  The first is that changing demo-
graphics and a sharp increase in the gap between rich and
poor demanded attention.  The United Way customarily
had published annual reports          (continued on page 12)
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United Way President and CEO Elise Buik (front, left) with Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa at United Way’s first ever walk to end
homelessness. Over 4,000 people participated in the event, which took place on November 17, 2007. 

Shifting Focus 
How and Why a Large Grantmaker Decided to Fight Poverty
By Pete Manzo
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There was a lot of positive discussion in philanthropy dur-
ing 2007 about foundation funding for advocacy and
societal change. The challenge for 2008 and beyond will
be to continue that discussion and turn it into real dollars.

The conversation has been focused rightly on
impact, not ideology. The argument being advanced
most regularly is that grantmakers should provide more
funding for policy advocacy and community organizing
because it is the most effective way to have serious
impact on the issues that foundations care about. That’s
exactly the kind of framing for the discussion that just
might lead to new dollars.

Early in 2007, Grantmakers for Effective Organizations
and the Fieldstone Alliance collaborated to release a
guide for funders that includes contributions from more
than a dozen well-respected leaders in the sector; it is a
terrific resource for foundations considering increased
funding for policy advocacy. In the first chapter, Emmett
Carson, president and CEO of the Silicon Valley
Community Foundation, makes the case why foundations
should support advocacy:

“Many foundations’ mission statements speak with
conviction about lofty aspirations such as eliminat-
ing poverty, eradicating disease, and promoting
world peace, and to national and local concerns
such as improving educational outcomes, provid-
ing affordable housing, establishing universal
health care, or making arts and culture accessible
to all. At their core, such mission statements assert
that the foundation has examined some aspect of
society, found it lacking, and believes that by
championing change they will make the world a
better place. The magnitude of societal change that
is envisioned in these change-oriented mission

statements cannot be achieved through the support
of direct human services. Change-oriented mission
statements—by necessity—require a foundation to
pursue public policy efforts that attempt to funda-
mentally change how the system operates.”1

This focus on changing society also was found spo-
radically on the conference circuit in 2007, though not
nearly often enough to produce a significant shift in fun-
der behavior. While the Council on Foundations’ annual
conference in Seattle had extremely few sessions that
dealt with advocacy, organizing or civic engagement,
they redeemed themselves somewhat at the community
foundations conference in San Francisco, with three rel-
evant sessions. The Independent Sector had an entire
conference track devoted to the topic during their
October 2007 conference in Los Angeles, entitled
“Making Democracy Work: Advocacy, Policy and Civic
Engagement.” Furthermore, the annual conference of the
Neighborhood Funders Group held in Cleveland this
year, yet again had a multitude of sessions devoted to
change-oriented grantmaking. I’m sure there were other
conferences that addressed the topic.

It remains to be seen, however, if all this talk will lead
to new dollars for nonprofits engaged in the important
work of strengthening U.S. democracy through policy
advocacy, community organizing and civic engagement.

In the fall of 2007, OMB Watch, Tufts University, the
Center for Lobbying in the Public Interest and the Aspen
Institute collaborated to release Seen but not Heard:
Strengthening Nonprofit Advocacy, a book based on
groundbreaking survey findings about nonprofit advoca-
cy.2 The authors discovered that the primary barrier to
nonprofit engagement in policy advocacy was limited
resources.3 Many nonprofits simply are stretched too thin
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to develop a robust advocacy program, and they rarely
get funding dedicated to support that component of their
work. There also were some important findings about
how foundation funding for advocacy is perceived by
nonprofits:

“Nonprofit leaders identified four concerns about
foundation funding when it comes to advocacy. First,
many feel as though
advocacy is ignored or
minimized as a funding
priority within the foun-
dation community.… Even
when foundations fund
advocacy, it is not the
type of ongoing support
that is necessary for sys-
temic change.… Non -
profit leaders also voiced
concern that foundations provide support for advo-
cacy when it is too late or in the middle of a cri-
sis.…Finally, nonprofit leaders felt that foundations
unnecessarily restrict advocacy.”4

The book is based on survey data from several
years ago, so there may have been some movement in
recent years that is not reflected in the text, but those
findings echo my own experience over fifteen years
as a community organizer with two national organiz-
ing networks.

From 1992 to 1997, I worked with the Association of
Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN)
and learned the craft from some of the best in the busi-
ness, including Madeline Talbott and Wade Rathke. I was
responsible for the Minnesota office and later opened a

new chapter in Miami, Florida. With an annual budget of
around a quarter million dollars, the Minnesota chapter
of ACORN conducted campaigns that resulted in bene-
fits worth tens of millions of dollars for the community
each year, especially on the issue of affordable housing.
Yet, with tangible impact year after year (a significant
return on investment), we still had trouble securing suffi-
cient foundation funding.

From 1997 to 2007, I was an organizer with the
DART network (Direct Action and Research Training
Center), maturing in my work under the guidance of
veteran organizers Holly Holcombe and John Calkins.
While I served as lead organizer and executive director
of PACT5 (the local DART affiliate in Miami, Florida),
we conducted one campaign that ultimately will have a
$17 billion impact on that community.6 By organizing
and passing a ballot initiative, PACT won a vast expan-
sion of the public transportation system that already has
doubled the number of buses and will add new rail
lines over the next 20 years, using proceeds from a
sales tax increase dedicated to public transportation.
The People’s Transportation Plan, which is improving
public transit and providing more than 1,000 new jobs
for local residents, never would have happened without
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The argument being most regularly advanced is that
grantmakers should provide more funding for policy
advocacy and community organizing because it is the
most effective way to have serious impact on the issues
that foundations care about.

“NCRP believes that philanthropy has a special responsibility to nurture and strengthen democracy and that the nonprofit sec-
tor is uniquely suited to promote the health and vitality of our pluralistic society. To strengthen democracy, grantmakers

should provide sufficient resources to people and communities with the least wealth and opportunity. They should trust those in need
and closest to the problems to play a powerful role in crafting and carrying out solutions, and they should provide support for civic
engagement, policy advocacy and community organizing so that organizations working with and on behalf of marginalized com-
munities can participate effectively in the public square.”

— NCRP Strategic Plan 2008–2012
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PACT and its members.7 The campaign took just under
three years, and PACT’s total revenue during that time
period was $1.2 million.8 The foundations that support-
ed PACT got a return on investment of more than
$14,000 for each dollar invested, from just that one
campaign ($17 billion / $1.2 million). Of course, dur-
ing that time period, PACT also was working on other
important issues. If we add in the demonstrated impact
of PACT’s work to improve public schools, to secure fair
treatment for immigrants and to expand access to
health care for uninsured children, the return on invest-
ment was even greater.

Let me share an example from another DART affili-
ate in Florida. The PEACE organization9 in Polk County

won a campaign in 2004 to create a series of health
clinics to serve uninsured residents. The first clinic
opened November 1, 2007, and is serving 11,000 peo-
ple.10 In the next five years, four additional clinics are
planned and are expected to serve more than 45,000
people. These clinics are funded by a one-half cent
sales tax increase, and the proceeds are dedicated
exclusively to funding indigent health care in the
county—$37 million per year until 2020. Citrus grow-
ers dominate Polk County politics, and the sales tax
increase was passed due almost exclusively to the
work of the PEACE organization. In the year it won that
campaign, PEACE had a budget of approximately
$100,000. With foundation investments of $100,000 

in direct health services,
only a handful of residents
would have been served. By
funding community organ-
izing, the impact of those
foundation investments was
exponentially greater. If you
count the return on invest-
ment to be only one year of
the tax revenue for indigent
health care, the return is

The Reverand Préval Floréal, one of the grassroots leaders of PACT, with a new bus added to Miami’s fleet as part of the People’s Transportation Plan.
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The People’s Transportation Plan is improving 

public transit and providing more than 1,000 new jobs 

for local residents, and it never would 

have happened without PACT and its members.



$370 for each dollar invested ($37 million for health
on a $100,000 budget). If you count all 15 years the
tax will be in place ($555 million), and if you assume
it took three years for PEACE to build the capacity to
win the campaign ($300,000), the return is $1,850 for
each dollar invested. This rudimentary calculation
doesn’t capture the social capital benefits produced by
the organization, the economic benefits to the commu-
nity of a healthier population, or the multiplier effect
of the medical spending.

Of course, major wins like these don’t happen
every year for advocacy organizations or community
organizing groups. Change takes time, and founda-
tions that want to see significant results need to be
willing to invest for the long haul. Calculating an
exact return on investment never is totally accurate.
However, make no mistake about it—investing in
community organizing and advocacy has a bang for
the buck unlike many other potential philanthropic
investments. That’s why it makes sense for founda-
tions to support it.

There are positive signs of change in philanthropy
on these issues. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
recently made a major grant to support community
organizing on education issues. The California
Endowment has realized that it can improve health
outcomes in their state most effectively by funding
organizing and advocacy campaigns. The Marguerite
Casey Foundation dedicates most of its grants to
engaging communities in civic action, hoping to
build a movement of low-income families that will
result in a more just and equitable society. There also
are foundations that have long realized the impor-
tance of funding for community organizing and poli-
cy advocacy, including the Ford Foundation, the
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, and hundreds of
others large and small around the nation. Yet the pro-
portion of funding dedicated to this kind of work
remains disappointingly small.

Beginning in 2008, NCRP will produce a series of
reports that attempt to document the impact of policy
advocacy, community organizing and civic engagement
work in communities across the country. We will draw
on recent advances in the evaluation of advocacy
efforts, including the great work of the Alliance for
Justice and others, and we will generate documents that
are credible to a mainstream audience. Our reports will
give the most accurate assessments possible about the

impact this kind of work has on communities. That will
be part of NCRP’s contribution to this ongoing conver-
sation, and we hope that foundation trustees and staff
members will gain a new appreciation for the tremen-
dous difference this kind of work has on the lives of
thousands of Americans.

NOTES
1. Power in Policy: A Funder’s Guide to Advocacy and Civic

Participation, edited by David Arons, 2007, Fieldstone Alliance, p.
14

2. Seen but not Heard: Strengthening Nonprofit Advocacy, by Gary D.
Bass, David F. Arons, Kay Guinane and Matthew F. Carter, with
Susan Rees, 2007, the Aspen Institute

3. Ibid, p. 29
4. Ibid, pp. 33–34
5. People Acting for Community Together, Inc. (www.miamipact.org)
6. Sun-Sentinel, Nov. 7, 2002, by Michael Turnbell.
7. Shelterforce article, Issue #128, March/April 2003:

(http://www.nhi.org/online/issues/128/organize.html)
8. IRS Form 990.
9. Polk Ecumenical Action Council for Empowerment, Inc.

(http://www.thedartcenter.org/PEACE1.html)
10. Interview with Virginia Lynch, former lead organizer of PEACE. Also

citation in The Ledger, (http://www.theledger.com/arti-
cle/20071020/NEWS/710200440)
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A  R E S O U R C E  F O R  F U N D E R S  

Community Organizing Toolbox

The Neighborhood Funders Group (NFG) is a nation-

al network of foundations and philanthropic organiza-

tions whose members support community-based efforts

that improve economic and social conditions in low-

income communities. NFG provides information,

learning opportunities, critical thinking and other pro-

fessional development activities to its members.

NFG offers a “community organizing toolbox” for

funders interested in learning more about funding com-

munity organizing.  You can download a copy for free

at http://www.nfg.org/cotb/index.htm or you can

order a hard copy from NFG for $20.



The National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy
(NCRP) has long advocated for significantly improved
accountability and transparency in the philanthropic sec-
tor. The activities leading up to the very founding of
NCRP in 1976 set the question in place that we contin-
ue to struggle with today — how can the philanthropic
sector maintain a healthy accountability to the public?

Questions of accountability and transparency have
emerged into a growing debate that has grabbed the
attention of many. The nonprofit sector as a whole now is
more aware of accountability issues, and many groups
have formulated their own ideas of what, if anything
needs to change. The healthy debate for the nonprofit
sector is finally gearing up to an interesting and neces-
sary public discourse on philanthropic accountability. 

HOW IS THE PHILANTHROPIC SECTOR 
ACCOUNTED FOR? 
Currently, organizations in the philanthropic sector are
accounted for by their boards of directors, state regula-
tors, the IRS and Congress. A nonprofit board ensures
legal and ethical integrity and maintains accountability
for the actions of the organization. The board ultimately
is responsible for ensuring adherence to legal standards
and ethical norms.1 A charitable organization also is
required to maintain a charitable license within the state
or states of the communities that it serves. Under the
guidance of the U.S. Department of Treasury, the Internal
Revenue Service is the government agency responsible
for tax collection and tax law enforcement. It receives
and reviews the tax and legal requirements of foundation
entities and is responsible for collecting these tax forms,
ensuring compliance with tax laws, and enforcing the
laws to the best of its ability.2 Congress writes the many
laws that govern nonprofits and foundations. Because
NCRP principally is concerned with ensuring accounta-
bility for the grantmaking side of philanthropy, this arti-
cle will focus on private foundations and other grantmak-
ing entities, rather than attempt to discuss all nonprofit
accountability efforts.

The Senate Finance Committee and the House of
Representatives’ Committee on Ways and Means set forth
the guidelines that the IRS uses to design and evaluate

reporting documents. Under
current regulations, there are
minimal requirements for
grantmakers. Two of the most
prominent are that most dol-
lars have to be distributed to a
charitable purpose organiza-
tion and that 5 percent of the
total assets of a private founda-
tion have to be given away
each fiscal year or spent on
allowable administrative pur-
poses. Public charities that
operate donor-advised funds do not have to disclose
information for individual funds. For corporations that
make charitable grants, the bulk of their giving is not dis-
closed to the public at all. Thus, the only required and
enforceable means of accounting for how and where
philanthropic organizations give their money is rooted
with the IRS. 

DEVELOPING THE DEBATE – WHO IS SAYING WHAT? 
As the conversation on philanthropic accountability has
resurfaced in the nonprofit sector, many have embraced
the need for more transparency and accountability. There
are some basic agreements: 1) the philanthropic sector is
granted great autonomy under the tax code; 2) some
basic ethical and governance principles should be
upheld; and 3) accountability is becoming increasingly
important as the sector grows and societal needs become
more complex. There are, however, differing opinions on
how higher accountability can be achieved. Here are
some notable voices on the subject: 

Independent Sector 
In October 2007, The Panel on the Nonprofit Sector, con-
vened by Independent Sector, released a set of 33
Principles for Good Governance and Ethical Practice. The
panel is “dedicated to finding ways to strengthen gover-
nance, transparency and ethical standards within the
charitable community.”3 With an impressive panel and
advisory committee guiding the development of these
principles and numerous opportunities for public input,
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Engaging in the Debate of Philanthropic
Accountability
By Melissa Johnson

Melissa Johnson is NCRP’s 
Field Director.



these principles demonstrate an embracing of the need
for standards in the field. For example, principle No. 7
states that “a charitable organization should make infor-
mation about its operations, including its governance,
finances, programs and activities, widely available to the
public.” This principle states up front that the annual fil-
ing of tax returns for charitable organizations is the pri-
mary and only source of legally required disclosure for
governance, finances, programs and activities that are
made public. Nonprofits are encouraged to provide addi-
tional information through annual reports and make gov-
ernance information more publicly available. 

While the Principles put forth by Independent Sector (IS)
generally are positive, NCRP has a major concern that vol-
untary compliance with the principles will be minimal. It 
is unlikely, if not naïve, to
think that a majority of the
nation’s 1.8 million charita-
ble organizations will adopt
the principles. Additionally,
other entities, like the Mary -
land Nonprofit Associa tion,
have criticized the IS princi-
ples for being weak. NCRP always has been a supporter of
voluntary accountability efforts, but we believe that robust
oversight and enforcement also are needed. Self-regulation
won’t discourage those who are determined to abuse phi-
lanthropy for personal or political gain.

Council on Foundations
The Council on Foundations (COF) has invested much
energy into constructing principles, practice options
and sample documents for corporate, family and com-
munity foundations. For community foundations, the
Council and its Community Leadership Team developed
the National Standards for Community Foundations. The
team invites community foundations in the U.S. to
adopt the standards as an act of commitment to opera-
tional excellence. Again, a self-regulatory effort is a
deeper level of commitment, but there still is no moni-
toring or ensuring that the foundations actually adhere
to the standards.

In 2007, COF CEO Steve Gunderson began a concert-
ed effort to form a Philanthropy Caucus in Congress to
discuss issues that affect the charitable world. The
Philanthropy Caucus, which currently has 25 members,
is intended to “increase communication and dialogue

between government and the foundation community
with a common goal of increasing philanthropy and
opportunities for all of our citizens.”4 From the NCRP
perspective, this caucus is essentially a cheerleading
team for philanthropy within Congress. Accountability
efforts are not represented in its intended work, and the
caucus is likely to remain irrelevant to issues of trans-
parency and accountability. If anything, it is likely that
the caucus is intended to thwart efforts for increased con-
gressional oversight or new regulation.

Senate Finance Committee
When leadership on the Senate Finance Committee5

transferred from Senator Charles Grassley (R-IA) to
Senator Max Baucus (D-MT), the level of commitment to

philanthropic accountability changed dramatically in the
Senate. Senator Grassley was known for his aggressive
efforts in areas of oversight. Senator Baucus’s work has
proven to be considerably less vigilant and vocal on phil-
anthropic accountability issues, although he has been
championing the cause of rural nonprofits, urging foun-
dations to give more to rural areas. As ranking member
of the committee, Senator Grassley continues to exert
significant influence on charitable accountability issues
and Senator Baucus appears at least mildly interested in
continuing this focus. 

House Committee on Ways and Means, 
Subcommittee on Oversight
The 110th Congress’s House Committee on Ways and
Means6 held three hearings in 2007 that have implica-
tions for the nonprofit sector.7 In July, a hearing was held
that provided members with a broad overview about the
state of the nonprofit sector. Testimonies and written
statements spoke to the growth and size of the sector.
Another hearing was intended to allow for input and
comments related to the Pension Protection Act, passed
in 2006. Among the more than 30 provisions relating to
charitable organizations, one that did not have the full
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Donors receive the privilege of tax deduction for charitable
donations and tax exemption on investments. Foundations 
and other philanthropic institutions, therefore, have a 
responsibility to use their resources for the public good.



discussion needed was to increase accountability among
donor-advised funds. Thus, Congress instructed the
Treasury Department to conduct a study about donor-
advised funds, analyzing the tax breaks and what they
are required to give away, and how this impacts the char-
itable intent of the gifts donated. NCRP hopes this study,
originally scheduled for an August 2007 release, will be
released soon. Donors receive the privilege of tax deduc-
tion for charitable donations and tax exemption 
on investments. Foundations and other philanthropic
institutions, therefore, have a responsibility to use their
resources for the public good.

In September 2007, the subcommittee held another
hearing to explore to what extent charitable organiza-
tions serve the needs of diverse communities. NCRP sub-
mitted testimony raising concern that “foundations gen-
erally fail to provide significant support for low-income
communities, communities of color and other marginal-
ized groups.”8 Other groups, like the Greenlining
Institute, also provided comments that echoed these con-
cerns, as they shared some of their findings from studies
and legislative hearings in 2006 in California.9

It is clear from these hearings that the House Committee
on Ways and Means, and especially the Subcommittee on
Oversight, shares some of NCRP’s concerns about philan-
thropy. Members of Congress who represent districts with
large black or Latino populations are asking why their con-
stituents don’t seem to get a very big slice of the pie.

Internal Revenue Service 
The IRS oversees the design, review, sharing and enforce-
ment of annual legal requirements for charitable organi-
zations. In 2007, a revised 990 tax form was released
and changes are being implemented to take effect in the
2008 tax year. The IRS also announced that the form for
private foundations, 990PF, will be undergoing revisions
over the next few years. NCRP, Guidestar, and others
submitted comments about the process encouraging the
IRS to be thorough with this revision process. In early
November, Steven Miller, commissioner of Tax Exempt
and Government Entities at the IRS, provided some inter-
esting comments at the Philanthropy Roundtable confer-
ence. His remarks described the possible shift in the IRS’s
role as the charitable sector evolves. The three trends that
may affect the IRS’s role include: increase in the number
of tax-exempt organizations, growth in the economic
power of the sector, and rise of technology and the
Internet. He applauded the charitable sector as a whole
for “engaging in a forthright program of self-criticism and
self-examination.10

NCRP has long voiced concern about the capacity of
the IRS to conduct its job as thoroughly as necessary
and called for a doubling of the budget for the division
of the IRS responsible for oversight of tax exempt enti-
ties. The department is extremely understaffed and
underfunded and cannot possibly provide the level of
oversight that is needed to uphold the public trust with-
out additional staff.11

GET ENGAGED IN THE DEBATE
While NCRP will continue to submit statements and
provide official testimony on public policy issues, rais-
ing awareness of the issues around accountability and
transparency, it is not enough. Accountability to whom,
for what, and to what end? —these are the questions
that will have a tremendous impact on a shift in philan-
thropic accountability. Your voice will be crucial to suc-
cess. NCRP will be developing campaigns around these
questions in the coming months and years, and we
hope that thousands of people who share a vision for
true philanthropic accountability will engage with
NCRP in the debate.

NOTES
1. Ten Basic Responsibilities of Nonprofit Boards, by Richard T. Ingram,

BoardSource
2. http://www.irs.gov/irs/article/0,,id=98141,00.html
3. “Principles for Good Governance and Ethical Practice: A Guide for

Charities and Foundations” – October 2007, Panel on the Nonprofit
Sector convened by Independent Sector

4. http://philanthropy.com/news/government/index.php?id=3120
5. Members of the committee and brief profiles of each may be found

at http://www.ncrp.org/downloads/PDF/senatefinancemem-
bers.pdf

6. Members of the committee and brief profiles of each may be found
at http://www.ncrp.org/downloads/PDF/waysandmeansmem-
bers.pdf

7. http://waysandmeans.house.gov/hearings.asp?formmode=
all&comm=3

8. Creating a Philanthropic Sector that is More Responsive to the
Needs of Diverse Communities, September 25, 2007 – Submitted
to House Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee on
Oversight, by Aaron Dorfman, executive director of NCRP. 

9. Legislative Hearing Before the California State Legislative Black
Caucus, Latino Legislative Caucus, Asian Pacific Islander Legislative
Caucus on Foundation Giving to Minority-led Nonprofits, April 24,
2006.

10. “The IRS’s Role in an Evolving Charitable Sector,” remarks of Steven
T. Miller, Commission, Tax-Exempt and Government Entities,
Philanthropy Roundtable Conference, November 10, 2007.

11. NCRP testimony from a 2005 hearing of the House Committee on
Ways and Means may be viewed at http://www.ncrp.org/
downloads/STATEMENT-04-05-StatementtoHouseWaysand
Means.pdf
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In 1991, the governing committee of the
Whitaker Foundation, which had been sup-
porting the development of biomedical
engineering since the foundation was estab-
lished in 1975, felt that the time was ripe for
a large investment in the field. They deter-
mined that a program of grants to establish
and strengthen fledgling university biomed-
ical engineering departments was the best
use of the foundation’s assets, and in order
to pay for that investment, decided to spend
down the entire corpus in 15 years. By the
time the foundation closed its doors in
2006, it had poured over $800 million into biomedical
engineering, effectively jump-starting the field, which
now has nearly 80 departments.

Whitaker is an example of a foundation that, driven by
its mission, chose a non-traditional path with respect to
lifespan and payout. The vast majority of U.S. founda-
tions, which number about 71,000, are set up to exist in
perpetuity, replenishing their assets through investment,
with the expectation that their money will be around to
address the problems of the future as well as those of
today. The majority of foundations also pay out, in grants
and administrative costs,
around 5 percent of their
assets each year, the mini-
mum required by U.S. law.
This rate initially was set at 6
percent by the Tax Reform
Act of 1969, and revised to 5
percent in 1976. Such prac-

tices have become the default position for
foundations. (For the purpose of this paper,
perpetuity and 5 percent payout are termed
“traditional” foundation practices.) 

Why is this so? For some foundations, per-
petuity is dictated explicitly in the founding
documents, but that is not the case for all.
Analyses that tackle the issue of the time value
of money, attempting to determine the relative
value of a dollar spent on philanthropy today
vs. in the future, yield contradictory results.
The issue of payout percentage has been sub-
ject to debate, with various studies taking dif-

ferent positions as to the long-term effect of different rates on
the corpus, but the general assumption in foundation circles
still is that the 5 percent payout rate is the number that will
enable foundations to maintain their purchasing power into
the future. In their 2001 study of foundation payout rates,
Askash Deep and Peter Frumkin list five excellent reasons
for and five against a payout higher than 5 percent, which in
theory should result in a more diverse payout landscape. 

However, these scholars found that “the weight of tradi-
tion and professional experience” is a critical reason for the
convergence of foundation payout rates at around 5 percent.

Beyond Five Percent: The New
Foundation Payout Menu
By Heidi Waleson

The National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy has long advocated that foundations should pay out more than
the legislatively-mandated minimum. Our position has been based on the idea that the warehousing of tax-exempt dol-
lars serves no public purpose and that society would see real benefit from getting more funding into the hands of non-
profit organizations doing important work in communities. In 2004, NCRP lost a bitter legislative battle that would
have mandated an increase in foundation payout. Even though Congress hasn’t changed the laws governing private
foundation payout, many foundations voluntarily have chosen to spend at higher rates. Below is an excerpt from
Beyond Five Percent: The New Foundation Payout, a report by the Northern California Grantmakers, the New York
Regional Association of Grantmakers and the French American Charitable Trust that gives examples of how founda-
tions have challenged tradition and given more in their annual grants than was required legally. We hope that the report
will inspire foundations to seriously consider increasing their annual giving as an effective way to fulfill their mission
and have a real impact on the most pressing issues facing society today.

Analyses that tackle the issue of the time value of money,

attempting to determine the relative value of a dollar spent on

philanthropy today vs. in the future, yield contradictory results.

Download the report at
www.ncg.org



For example, trustees see their “duty of care” as an instruc-
tion to “preserve assets for the future,” a large endowment
confers status, and, given the many priorities involved in run-
ning a foundation, it is easier — and less risky — to do what

everyone else does, rather than come up with a rationale and
a system for doing it differently. (For more details on the pay-
out debate, see “Money, Mission and the Payout Rule,” by
Thomas J. Billitteri, an Aspen Institute study.)

However, a number of donors and foundations are
challenging these assumptions, taking the position that
considerations other than perpetuity and payout should
determine the structure of their giving. Some believe that
certain fields of interest (for example, the protection of the
environment) urgently require more money now. Some
feel that higher payout and/or a shorter lifespan will yield
more effective philanthropy with greater impact. Some,
like Whitaker, see the potential to address — and solve —
a single, identifiable issue with more concentrated funds.

Donors may prefer to maintain personal control over their
philanthropy, and thus plan to do their giving during their
lifetime, and/or establish a time limit for their foundations
after their death, in order to preserve donor intent. Some
want to see all their money working now. Some dislike the

idea of bureaucracy, and feel that the structure of traditional
foundations is more oriented toward preserving capital than
toward doing good. Some feel that with new fortunes being
made and inherited, that future needs will be taken care of

by future donors. 

NEW STRUCTURES 
FOR GIVING
Such donors and founda-
tions have had to find dif-
ferent ways to structure
their giving, coming up
with models that turn the
traditional philanthropic

paradigm on its head. Perhaps the most dramatic recent
example was Warren Buffett’s decision to give $30 billion
to the Gates Foundation, rather than start his own. Buffett
reasoned that Gates already had a system for giving away
large amounts of money, in areas that suited his own phil-
anthropic interests. One twist is that the Buffett money
does not go into the Gates corpus; it will be given over a
period of years, and spent as it is given — rather like the
biggest donor-advised fund ever. The Gates Foundation
followed up on the Buffett gift with its own surprising
announcement — that it would sunset 50 years after the
death of its last founding trustee.

Such unusual foundation structures may include a
limited lifespan. The Whitaker Foundation, established
after the death of the donor, chose to spend down its
assets entirely within a specified number of years.
Foundations like the Beldon Fund and Atlantic
Philanthropies, both set up by living donors, may estab-
lish a term for spend-down that may or may not be
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As of 2005, foundations held $550 billion in total assets, and the majority of foundations in the United States are
set up to exist in perpetuity. Most pay out, in grants and administrative costs, around 5 percent of their assets each
year, the minimum required by U.S. law. But there are many examples of grant makers who are driven by their mis-
sion and decide to give more each year.  This report provides stories of donors and foundations that have chosen to
move beyond the default 5 percent and structure their giving in new ways — from flexible payout to limited life.  This
report gives valuable information to donors and foundation officers who are open to thinking about a higher payout
for their foundation and how this benefits their grantmaking.”   

— Diane Feeney, President of the French American Charitable Trust 
and Vice Chair of the NCRP Board of Directors

“

A large endowment confers status, and, given the many 

priorities involved in running a foundation, it is easier — and

less risky — to do what everyone else does, rather than come

up with a rationale and a system for doing it differently. 
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longer than the life of the donor. Others, like the Richard
and Rhoda Goldman Fund and the Lewis B. and Dorothy
Cullman Foundation, have sunset provisions, planning to
go out of business in a definite number of years follow-
ing the death of the donor or family members.

Foundations that are not intending to spend down may
adopt payout rates higher than 5 percent, believing that
greater expenditures are necessary to fulfill their missions.
The Bradley Foundation, for example, pays out at a rate of
5.5 percent in grants only (not including administrative
costs), and has maintained the purchasing power of its
endowment. The Evelyn and Walter Haas, Jr. Fund has
increased its payout rate to a minimum of 5 percent in grants
only in order to address pressing issues, with the understand-
ing that, depending on investment returns, a smaller corpus
may be passed on to the next generation of family trustees.

Some foundations establish flexible payout rates,
which vary from year to year depending on opportunities.
The HKH Foundation, for example, increased its giving by
one-third before the 2004 elections, a moment that it felt
was propitious for increasing civic engagement. The
Needmor Fund maintains a 6 percent payout rate as a
base, but actually gives a great deal more because a net-
work of involved family members provides additional
annual support that is earmarked for current grantmaking.

Unusual structures in foundation operations go
beyond changes in lifespan and payout. Some founda-
tions have chosen to fulfill their missions through activi-
ties other than grantmaking, including running their own
charitable initiatives and investing in for-profit enterpris-
es with social goals. The Haigh-Scatena Foundation’s
sole employee, its executive director, spent half his time
consulting with the foundation’s grantees. The Omidyar
Network invests in both nonprofit and for-profit enter-
prises, and includes an online networking component.
The Endswell Foundation/ Renewal Partners, a time-lim-
ited entity, parlayed a relatively small asset base into
charitable and for-profit investment in British Columbia,
including the development of the Tides Canada
Foundation, a public foundation, which now administers
grantmaking for Endswell and others.

This paper looks at 13 foundations, and examines the
ways in which their non-standard structures — whether
in the areas of lifespan, payout or methods — arise from

their missions. For many of them, the choice to do things
differently has meant that they have had to invent their
own methods to carry out their work. While it is a given
in the field that every foundation is different, some are
more different than others, and the kinds of rethinking
required by these unusual foundations yield lessons not
only for those who are considering following in their
footsteps, but for all foundations and donors.

The full report may be viewed for free online at
http://www.ncg.org/assets/beyond5/Beyond5_
Report.pdf. 

A  F O U N D AT I O N  I N  F O C U S

The Evelyn and Walter Haas, Jr. Fund

One of the foundations Beyond Five Percent features is
the Evelyn and Walter Haas, Jr. Fund, a private fami-
ly foundation in San Francisco, Calif., that decided in
2001 to set a minimum all grants payout of 5 percent.
Although spending down wasn’t the intent in making
the decision to increase their grantmaking, the board
and staff realized that such a move might one day
mean a decrease in foundation assets.

In the report, the foundation’s president Ira Hirschfield
says, “We haven’t made the decision to spend out. …
Because of the markets, last year was a good one, and
the corpus actually grew from $549 million to $599 mil-
lion after grants and expenses. This was more than the
inflation rate, so the Fund did more than maintain pur-
chasing power. But even if the assets hadn’t grown so
well, we wouldn’t have changed these decisions. We
understand our decision to do a minimum of 5 percent
in grants only could one day decrease our corpus, and
we’re comfortable with that possibility.”

He also says that their new policy has changed
how and with whom the foundation collaborates.
“With $500,000, you could do good work in immi-
gration reform. With $4 million, you can start asking
a different set of questions to address immigrants’
needs, as well as deepen collaborations with other
funders working across the country.”



on the State of Los Angeles County, but in 1999 it began a
series of reports on poverty and on the challenges facing
Los Angeles’ diverse ethnic communities. Led by Dominic
Ng, President of East West Bank and a longtime board
member, and Bill Pitkin, United Way’s new Director of
Research, United Way took
those reports a step further in
2007 by introducing a new
“quality of life” index to bet-
ter illustrate the effects of
poverty. Elise Buik, now
UWGLA’s president, notes
that “We saw common
threads through all these
reports, about the gaps in income, educational achieve-
ment and other indicators, and the fact that the majority
of people in poverty belonged to working families.” When
United Way brought opinion leaders together for discus-
sions around each report, they were struck repeatedly by
how surprised people were at the findings, how they did-
n’t realize the extent of the problem. Leading members of
United Way’s board were involved in the framing and
production of these reports, which kept the board’s per-
ceptions of these changes on pace with what the staff
were seeing.

Another factor was the significant, steady decline in
the United Way’s general fund.  Throughout the ‘90s,
donor designations had eaten up an increasing share of
UWGLA’s revenues, so that even as gross revenues
stayed steady or grew, the amount of discretionary funds
United Way could allocate to grantees fell. Buik notes,

“For some reason, donor designation has had much more
of an impact on United Ways on the West Coast.  That
donors have more choices is a good thing, but the drop
in the funds we could grant told us we really needed to
come up with a tighter focus for our giving. We needed

to be really clear about what we stood for.” Interestingly,
the business background of the United Way board
helped here. The United Way’s board members are over-
whelmingly from large corporations, and so it might be
natural to expect them to take a conservative approach.
But their business experience also made them very
receptive to the idea that United Way needed to get
down to the core, in large part because they had faced
similar competitive pressures in their fields.  

A third factor was the transition to new leadership.
When the prior CEO, Joe Haggerty, left to become COO
at United Way of America, the UWGLA board took the
opportunity to step back and ask whether it wanted to
emphasize fundraising or emphasize mission impact.
Board Chair Greg Stubblefield, president of Enterprise
Rent-a-Car California and Hawaii, was an important
influence in this transition. In part because Enterprise’s
strategy is based on having a large number of rental loca-
tions in local neighborhoods, rather than concentrating
on transport hubs like its competitors, Stubblefield cham-
pioned a priority focus on local needs.  Dominic Ng also
played a prominent role in raising this question. He
chaired a task force in 2000 that pointed to the need for
United Way to decide how it would measure its results,
and he consistently emphasized a focus on quality of life
in subsequent years.  The United Way board decided that
it wanted to make mission impact a priority over simply
raising funds. In turn, that influenced the qualities they
were seeking in a new CEO. Buik recalls that in her inter-
views with the board, the members were intensely inter-
ested in whether she and other candidates had or could
build relationships not just with corporate leaders – key
constituents for United Way’s fundraising – but also with
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Shifting Focus
(continued from page 1)

EXAMPLES OF NEW UWGLA ANTI-POVERTY 
ADVOCACY GRANTEES

> Asian Pacific American Legal Center
> Californians for Justice
> Community Coalition
> InnerCity Struggle
> Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy
> Los Angeles Coalition to End Hunger & Homelessness
> Public Counsel
> Regional Congregations and Neighborhood

Organization Training Center
> Shelter Partnership
> Western Center on Law and Poverty

Buik notes, “It was a combination of doing the 
right thing for the right reasons, plus responding 
to the push for accountability we’ve seen in 
both the nonprofit and business world.”
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leaders in labor, government, philanthropy and other
sectors.  Prioritizing mission impact over fundraising also
may have made the board more likely to consider an
internal candidate like Buik (she was COO under the
previous CEO, and also had led marketing, community
investment and fundraising in prior years).  

Buik promptly launched a strategic planning initiative
upon becoming CEO in 2005. She and her team laid out
the trends for the board – rising poverty, reduced grant
funds, major investments by other funders in health and in
early childhood – and together they settled on the need to
shift all the grant funds toward fighting poverty. As Buik
notes, “It was a combination of doing the right thing for the
right reasons, plus responding to the push for accountabil-
ity we’ve seen in both the nonprofit and business world.”
Board member Jeff Johnson, then the publisher, president
and CEO of the Los Angeles Times, and now operating
partner of The Yucaipa Companies, was an important voice.
He saw some parallel between the United Way’s situation
and the challenges facing the LA Times – large market shifts
pushing a change in business model, the aging of current
core customers and the need to become more relevant to
new customer base – and helped the board walk through
the search for a new strategy. Johnson also brought with
him a strong personal commitment to education reform
and fighting homelessness, issues the Times focused on in
its philanthropy and its news coverage and analysis.  

After making the decision to focus on poverty, the
board also decided that the United Way needed to speak
up about its priorities. “We’ve always been about
redressing poverty, in many ways,” Buik notes. “The
biggest part of this shift is United Way exerting its lead-
ership role. Our board knows that simply funding good
programs is not enough.” As a result, United Way made
support for policy advocacy a priority in its new grant
guidelines (for example, United Way recently has funded
practically all of LA’s leading legal aid and social change
organizations, many for the first time). United Way also
has committed to supporting or initiating policy advoca-
cy in areas linked to their grant priorities, such as work-
force housing, supportive housing for the homeless, and
health insurance coverage for all children in California
(through a coalition of 16 California United Ways). The
board has created a new Public Policy Committee, com-
posed of board members and influential outside stake-
holders, to advise the board in taking public positions
and informing policy debates. 

Not least, United Way has done the hard work of com-
pletely overhauling its grantmaking, led by Alicia Lara, the
new vice president of Community Investment who Buik
brought on from her similar role at The California
Endowment. A little over a year ago, United Way
announced it was phasing out the practice of making reg-
ular grants to member agencies and replacing it with an
open, competitive grant process. Those long-standing
United Way organizations that were not funded through
this new competitive process received one-time transition
grants. Several years prior, to help pave the way, United
Way had stopped providing six- and seven-figure grants to
large hospitals and other “health partners,” in order to free
up funds to serve more community-based organizations,
for which it drew significant criticism and pressure.
“Everything had to be realigned, for us to have any integri-
ty,” observes Buik. “Our grantmaking had largely been
based on history. Moving to competitive funding hurt
some of our longstanding grantees, but it also opened up
the process to everyone. When I came in as president, I
heard from a lot of people who criticized us for being a
sort of closed system.  The new way is a process that peo-
ple can understand and makes sense; it’s more transparent.
LA has changed a lot, in demographics and other ways,
and our programming needed to evolve with those shifts.”

The United Way made its focus on poverty the central
element in all its communications. It adopted the tagline
“pathways out of poverty,” which appears in all its materials,
all radio and television ads, and reinforces the message that
more needs to be done to reduce poverty in LA at every turn.
In doing so, the United Way rejected some safer approach-
es, such as a focus on increasing opportunity or promoting

UWGLA grantee Community Coalition’s Back to School Back to Work Fair, part of
the campaign “Creating Multiple Pathways out of Poverty.”
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healthy communities, in part because while those may
sound less controversial, they also are vaguer. Most impor-
tant, though, shining a bright light on poverty seemed to be
what’s most needed.  Buik observes, “LA is unique in that it
is so spread out, and so many people can go from home to
work and back without really seeing poverty. People were
always surprised to learn that one in four children in LA
County are poor. The invisibility and the fragmentation only
made it more important to
take an aggressive stance on
poverty. We want to make
that real to people.”  Board
members also felt some reso-
nance with the concerns of
their thousands of employees,
and they and other business
leaders also have come to see
these quality of life issues
affect their businesses, their bottom lines. “If poverty levels in
LA continue to grow, it won’t matter how many millionaires
we have,” notes Buik.

Buik downplays the risks involved in choosing to
focus on poverty. “Fighting poverty is not just a liberal
cause. We need to show people how all our fates are
linked, how the quality of life for all of us is connected
to the plight of our poorest neighbors. ”

As for why United Way decided to commit to funding
and getting directly involved in policy advocacy, Buik,
her board and staff think it is simply being smart. A poli-
cy success can have far greater impact than years of
grants. For example, United Way is working with 16
other California United Ways to push universal health
coverage for children, and also trying to focus more
attention on middle school students in an effort to stem
the tide of drop outs.

Buik and United Way  also believe it’s a role grantmak-
ers should play. “In LA, we’ve lost a lot of our corporate
headquarters, and because of term limits, our elected offi-
cials can’t maintain a sustained focus on solving many
problems,” Buik observes. “As a result, it falls to the philan-
thropic and nonprofit sector to hold the long-term view.”  

When asked whether she would recommend that
other grantmakers take a similar approach, Buik
responds with an emphatic yes. “I visit hundreds of
workplaces and nonprofits every year, and the response
has been overwhelmingly positive.” Buik credits her
board for expecting United Way to show more leader-

ship, and for giving her the latitude to carry that out.  
It’s too soon to tell whether this new approach will

increase contributions to United Way.  Donor designations
still are a challenge. Rather than try to compete against
designations, as some United Ways have done, by asking
donors to choose between making a designation and giv-
ing to the general fund, Buik instead encourages donors to
do both.  “Donors all give to causes that affect them per-

sonally, on issues that have directly affected them or some-
one they care for, but they also care about the communi-
ty, so we should appeal to both their personal and their
community philanthropy.” Buik recently brought in a new
vice president of development, Catherine Suitor, from the
Liberty Hill Foundation, a social change fundraising and
grantmaking charity, to bolster United Way’s appeals to
donors’ interest in community change.

The new focus is widely perceived outside the United
Way to be a major step toward achieving greater impact
with their current level of funding. Asked about Emmett
Carson’s argument that issue-focused community foun-
dations that ask donors to join a cause will be more suc-
cessful than those that emphasize service to donors,1

Buik says, “Well, when you stand for something, you def-
initely attract new people, and good things can follow.”

Pete Manzo is director of strategic initiatives for the
Advancement Project in Los Angeles, a non-profit civil
rights advocacy organization working to expand opportu-
nity for low income and vulnerable Californians. He also
serves as a member of the board of directors of NCRP.  He
interviewed Elise Buik in November 2007 for this article.

NOTES
1. Emmett Carson, “Making Waves to Build Community and Raise Asses:

A 21st Century Strategy for Community Foundations,”  Speech to
Community Foundation Network Annual Meeting, September 24, 2003
(http://www.communityfoundations.org.uk/feature_articles/6.pdf)

Fighting poverty is not just a liberal cause. We need

to show people how all our fates are linked, 

how the quality of life for all of us is connected 

to the plight of our poorest neighbors.
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WE WELCOME HEARING FROM OUR READERS!

Tell us what you think about the articles in this and previous issues of 
Responsive Philanthropy or send your suggestions for topics you’d like us to tackle 
in future issues. Send them to: Kristina Moore, NCRP, 2001 S Street NW, Suite 620,
Washington, D.C. 20009. Or send them by e-mail to readers@ncrp.org.

HELP IMPROVE PHILANTHROPY – JOIN OR RENEW WITH NCRP TODAY!

Join NCRP today as we strive to promote philanthropy that serves the public good, is responsive to people
and communities with the least wealth and opportunity, and is held accountable to the highest standards
of integrity and openness.

> Responsive Philanthropy - NCRP's quarterly newsletter
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New from NCRP

Strategic Plan 2008–2012 September 2007
The NCRP board of directors approved a strategic plan that will guide
the organization’s programming for the next five years. The strategic
plan is the result of several months of intensive collaboration between
NCRP’s board, staff and consultants from the TCC Group, as well as
the invaluable input from a diverse group representing the philan-
thropic communities.  

Strategic Grantmaking: Conservative Foundations  
and the School Privatization Movement November 2007 
What have conservative foundations done with their grant dollars to
promote concepts of privatizing public education through “school
choice,” primarily linked to school vouchers and tax credits? What
were their strategies in providing resources to an array of conservative
education think tanks, public policy advocates and organizers?

In this report, author Rick Cohen shows how philanthropic capital
from small and large foundations has helped build political support for
the school privatization agenda using movement-building grantmak-
ing strategies. 

visit: www.ncrp.org/publications/index.asp


